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Neutron irradiation impact on AlGaN/GaN HEMT
switching transients

Peter A. Butler, Michael J. Uren, Member, IEEE, Benoit Lambert, and Martin Kuball, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Current transient spectroscopy (CTS), was used to
measure the impact of neutron irradiation on output current-
limiting charge traps in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with time constants
from 10 ms to 1800 s. We find that coupling between discrete
traps was apparent, in contrast to the commonly employed
assumption of independent trap (dis)charging, and increased
after 14 MeV neutron irradiation of 2× 1013 n/cm2 and above.
Irradiation to a high dose of as much as 7.8× 1014 n/cm2,
which is comparable to eight years exposure to a harsh radiation
environment such as the ITER neutral beam injector prototype,
increased trapped charge density, and reduced transient drain
current to as little as 75% of its equilibrium value. These changes
are consistent with displacement damage estimates based on
radiation transport calculations.

Index Terms—GaN, HEMT, 14 MeV neutron, switching tran-
sients, gate-lag, III-V semiconductors, displacement damage.

I. INTRODUCTION

GALLIUM NITRIDE (GaN) High Electron Mobility
Transistors (HEMTs) offer a combination of perfor-

mance characteristics exceeding that available from competing
technologies, making them prime candidates for use in future
RF and power systems for harsh radiation environments.
Aerospace applications demand tolerance of irradiation by
neutrons with energies from thermal (25 meV), to hundreds of
GeV in the case of neutrons generated by high energy primary
cosmic rays [1]. 14 MeV neutron testing is representative
of atmospheric Single Event Effects (SEE) environments in
integrated and bipolar technologies [2], provided that the
Linear Energy Transfer (LET) threshold is below 8 to 9 MeV
cm−2 mg−1 [3], [4]. It has been suggested that GaN may
be insensitive to single event gate rupture (SEGR) at these
LET values [5]. Prototype electronic systems for future fusion
power facilities, such as the International Thermonuclear Ex-
perimental Reactor (ITER [6]), will be exposed to 2.45 MeV
and 14 MeV neutrons at fluences of up to 1014 n/cm2 per year
[7]. Reliable radiation-hardened electronics will be required
for such future large-scale fusion devices [8]. Understanding
AlGaN/GaN HEMT susceptibility to high fluence 14 MeV
neutron irradiation is therefore a key step towards their in-
sertion into nuclear fusion systems, and aids in understanding
their performance in aerospace and other nuclear applications.

We consider here the cumulative displacement damage (DD)
effects of neutron exposure on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, rather
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than transient radiation or Single Event Effects (SEE). DD
and non-ionising energy loss (NIEL) effects in semiconductors
due to fast neutrons scattering from atoms in the lattice
include the creation of point defects including vacancies,
interstitials, Frenkel pairs and defect-impurity complexes, as
reviewed for the case of silicon by Srour et al [9]. DD and
NIEL effects are not only an important consideration for
the nuclear environments mentioned above: space missions
featuring proton-rich orbits also need to consider DD effects,
for example the European Space Agency’s JUICE mission to
Europa will be exposed to 106 p+ cm−2 sr−1 s−1 MeV−1

[10]. DD testing is typically performed for optoelectronics,
sensors, and bipolar technologies. However, previous studies
have shown that irradiation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with
2.8× 1011 n/cm2(〈E〉 = 9.8 MeV) [11] can cause a 10%
reduction in drain-source current (IDS), and irradiation by
1.6× 1012 n/cm2 (1 MeV equivalent) [12] was found to cause
increases in gate leakage current via trap-assisted tunnelling in
the AlGaN gate region. A higher neutron fluence study found
reductions in IDS and transconductance (Gm), but not cut-off
frequency after exposure to 1015 n/cm2(〈E〉 = 1 MeV) [13].
Conversely, AlGaN/GaN HEMTs degraded by prior electrical
stress have shown partial recovery of IDS [14] following irra-
diation with thermalised Am-Be neutrons to 6× 1011 n/cm2.
Consequently, the impact of neutron irradiation on the switch-
ing and transient recovery characteristics of HEMTs remains
unclear.

In this work we use current transient spectroscopy (CTS) to
show that AlGaN/GaN HEMT switching transients are indeed
sensitive to fast neutron irradiation. Whether the sensitivity
produces a favourable change, such as a decrease in the time
taken to switch from off-state to the desired on-state output
current, or a deleterious change (e.g. the inverse), depends
not only upon the neutron fluence, but also on the duration
of off-state biasing applied prior to measuring the switching
transient.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The devices used in this study were AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
grown on SiC substrates, and packaged in Egide ceramic
RF packages. They had a gate length of LG = 0.25 µm,
source-drain distance LSD = 2.75 µm, and gate-drain distance
LGD = 1.7 µm. The HEMTs had eight 100 µm fingers.
Threshold voltages were ≈ −3.3 V, and peak transconduc-
tance was 0.17 Siemens (213 mS/mm). Further information
on these UMS GH25-10 devices can be found in [15].

Three HEMTs were irradiated at AWE’s ASP acceler-
ator [16], [17], where 14 MeV neutrons were generated
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by deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion: the dominant reaction
is 2

1H +3
1 H => n +4

2 He + 17.62 MeV. In this reaction the
emitted alpha particle has energy Eα = 3.5 MeV, and the
neutron has En = 14.1 MeV. HEMTs were unpowered dur-
ing irradiation, and stored in conducting foam to mitigate
charging effects. Exposure was uniform across the HEMT
surface (< 1% variation). Three HEMTs were irradiated to
neutron fluences of 2.1× 1013 n/cm2, 1.24× 1014 n/cm2,
and 7.82× 1014 n/cm2. The average rate of irradiation was
4.3× 1013 n/cm2/day (ASP was operational for up to 8
hours per day). Due to safety controls in place for the
handling of radioactive components, post-irradiation electrical
testing was conducted 4 days after the maximum neutron
fluence was reached. At least 10% of the fluence for the
7.82× 1014 n/cm2 irradiation was due to 2.45 MeV neutrons
from deuterium-deuterium (DD) fusion [18] because of deu-
terium build-up and tritium depletion in the ASP targets during
operation.

The HEMTs were characterised before and after irradiation
using drain current (ID) transient spectroscopy of gate-lag
measurements. The first step in measuring each HEMT ID

transient was to apply an off-state trap filling bias of gate volt-
age (VG) = -10 V, drain voltage (VD) = 0.5 V using Keithley
4200 Semiconductor Characterisation System source-measure
units. VG was chosen to ensure that the channel would be
fully pinched off even if the threshold voltage changed after
irradiation. The duration of off-state bias applied prior to each
on-state transient measurement, tfill, was varied from 10−2 s to
102 s in decade steps, enabling investigation of the filling time
dependence of trap occupancy. Next, HEMTs were switched to
VG = 0 V, VD = 0.5 V for 1800 s to measure the on-state ID

transient in the linear regime of operation. Measurement stage
temperature was maintained at 25◦C throughout the testing.
Prior to each measurement, a bias of VG = 0.7 V, VD = 0 V
was applied to the devices for 10 minutes, resetting devices
sufficiently for repeatable ID transients.

III. CURRENT TRANSIENT SPECTROSCOPY

The two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) density in the
HEMT channel varies with the position of the Fermi level,
polarisation, and the occupation of surface donors [19], barrier
traps, and buffer traps. During off-state biasing potential
gradients exist that cause electrons to be injected into available
states in surface regions. This produces a virtual gate [20],
[21], [22], shown extending from W1 to W2 in Figure 1-a.
The -10 V bias applied to the gate during tfill was below the
threshold voltage of the HEMTs, and so also fully depleted the
2DEG under the gate and depleted the bulk (Al)GaN vertically
and laterally to generate a screening charge. Bulk trapping of
charge injected from the gate is likely in those regions (dark
shading in Fig. 1-a). The lateral extent of the depletion into the
drain and source access regions was estimated to be 100 nm
using TCAD drift-diffusion simulation assuming a (unknown)
background donor density of 5× 1016 cm−3 (Silvaco Atlas)
[23], giving a channel length probed by the off-state pulse,
LP of ≈ 0.45 µm. On-state biasing enabled redistribution of
the trapped charge, and recovery of the 2DEG density in the
HEMT channel.

Fig. 1. a) Schematic of a lateral HEMT used in this work. Negative
charge trapped by off-state bias depletes the 2DEG within LP. Trap locations
shown for Type (I) traps (likely in the passivation layer, passivation/AlGaN
surface, AlGaN barrier); and Type (II) traps (dominant in GaN bulk).
b) un-irradiated HEMT normalised ID(t) for tfill = 100 s, corresponding
normalised n2DEG(t), and detrapping spectrum fit using five Type (II) trap
terms.

Conventionally, HEMT transient current at time t, ID(t),
is used directly to produce a detrapping spectrum to measure
relative trap densities and activation energies by employing an
underlying assumption that the transients depend on multiple
independent trapping processes [24], [25], [26]. However,
because the off-state bias will only change the charge state
of traps located within the depletion region under the gate
(Fig. 1-a), using this approach will underestimate the change
in channel charge density there. In series with the intrinsic
transistor and source/drain access resistances are drain and
source contact resistances (2RC), and because a two-wire mea-
surement was used, cable resistance must also be considered
by setting a total extrinsic resistance, Rext = 2RC + Rcables.
For the HEMTs tested here, Rext was similar to the channel
resistance at 104 s, and so cannot be ignored. We normalised
ID(t) by the maximum extrapolated drain current reached at
104 s following an off-state pulse ID(t∞). By utilising the
length of the depletion region LP , the channel length LSD,
and the extrinsic resistance Rext, an equation was derived for
the non-linear relationship between 2DEG density within the
region probed by the off-state pulse and the measured current:

n2DEG(t) =
Inorm(t) LP n2DEG(t =∞)

R∗(1− Inorm(t)) + Inorm(t)(LP − LSD) + LSD
(1)

where Inorm(t) = ID(t)
ID(t∞) , and
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R∗ = Rext Wµ q n2DEG (t =∞). W is total HEMT width, µ
is mobility and taken as 1400 cm2/Vs, and q is the electronic
charge. Figure 1-b shows the non-linear relationship between
Inorm(t) and n2DEG(t), demonstrating that local changes in
n2DEG are much larger than the measured change in ID.

Transient spectra were produced by differentiating
n2DEG(t)

n2DEG(t∞) with respect to loge(t) (equivalent to t x 2DEG
density recovery rate), then plotting against log10(t), as shown
in Fig.1-b. Efficacy of 2DEG depletion varies with trapped
charge location [27] depending on whether its image charge
resides completely in the channel or also resides partially in
the metal contacts, hence the integrated recovery rate is the
effective trapped charge emitted during the integration period.
This enables semi-quantitative analysis of trap densities from
ID current transients.

To analyse the spectra we consider transient n2DEG changes
due to I) traps with a continuously varying time constant
within the limits of the measurement, and II) traps with
discrete time constants. A constant density of traps over
some range of tunnelling distances from the gate (W1 to
W2 as shown in Fig.1-a), with time constants that lie
within the measurement window, will exhibit charge capture
or emission current decreasing with time as 1/t [28], i.e.
: dntrapped(t)/dt = ntrapped(t0)/t (Type (I) traps). This
appears as a constant baseline on the ID transient spectra.
Conversely, such a distribution of slow traps can also cause
noise that decreases with frequency i.e. flicker (1/f) noise
[29] due to carrier number fluctuations. Application of the
Dutta-Horn model [30] to 1/f noise in GaN has been used to
estimate the defect energy distributions in GaN devices [31],
[32]. The slow traps responsible for these effects could be
located in the passivation, or on the surface forming a virtual
gate, or in the AlGaN barrier. Trapped charge current to/from
Type (II) traps, assumed to be primarily located in the bulk
GaN, was considered using stretched exponential functions
[33], [26]. This treatment is appropriate for independent traps
such as non-interacting point defects, and for clusters of traps,
including those generated by energetic displacement damage
cascades, where trap depth is modified by an occupancy
dependent Coulomb potential. Active trap density (effective
density acting within the measurement time window), and
time constants were found by fitting each spectrum with the
function:

∂n2DEG(t)

∂ln(t)
= A + ΣN

i=1Di e

(
− t
τi

)βi
(2)

where A is the effective charge density at the start of the
transient (t0) in Type (I) traps. The summation term represents
charge emission from N Type (II) traps. τi is the emission time

constant of each discrete trap. Di = βi ntrapped,i(t0)
(

t
τi

)βi

,
where ntrapped,i is the normalised effective charge density in
the ith discrete trap and βi is the stretch parameter which
can vary from 1.0 to 0.6 in our fit. Decreasing β below
1 increases the proportion of detrapping occurring after the
peak in the ∂n2DEG(t)

∂ln(t) function, therefore an average time
constant [34] is used to describe stretched exponential traps:

< τ >= τ
βΓ

(
1
β

)
. An example fit with five discrete traps and

a continuum is shown in Fig.1-b.

IV. RESULTS

Transient drain current, ID(t), increased quasi-linearly with
the logarithm of measurement time for all tested HEMTs prior
to irradiation, as shown in Figs 2-a, -b, and -c, with little
device-to-device variation in the extent of the ID increase
observed during the transients or its tfill dependence. Increas-
ing trap filling time, tfill, caused a small reduction of ID(t)
from t = 10−1 s to t > 1.8 × 103 s, indicating a small
increase in effective density of negative trapped charge in the
HEMTs. We note that at times less than t = 10−1 s, ID(t)
varied non-monotonically with tfill, increasing until tfill = 1 s,
then decreasing for larger tfill values, suggesting the presence
of discrete traps responding more quickly than the shortest
measurement times. One second after switching to the on-state
(t = 1 s), the mean ID(t) was (95± 1)% of ID(t∞).

Fig. 2. Drain current transients after tfill of 10 ms to 100 s in decade steps,
prior to irradiation (a, b, c), and for corresponding HEMTs following neutron
irradiation to fluences of: 2.1× 1013 n/cm2 (d), 1.2× 1014 n/cm2 (e), and
7.8× 1014 n/cm2 (f). The dashed lines indicate ID(t∞).

After irradiation, HEMT ID(t) sensitivity to changes of tfill

had increased, as is apparent in Figs.2-d, -e, and -f. Averaged
over the three irradiation levels, mean ID(t) at t = 1 s was
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Fig. 3. Measured transient spectra for all tfill values before irradiation (a),
and as a function of increasing neutron fluence: (b), (c), and (d). The time
constants for the five fitted Type (II) traps are shown. To fit the 10 ms and
100 ms spectra in (d) required a negative baseline. Dotted coloured lines in
a show the sum of the fitted τ1 + τ2 components for tfill = 10 ms, 100 ms,
and 1s. a and b are the same device before and after irradiation.

(94± 2)% of ID(t∞). Transients measured after irradiation
to a fluence of 7.8× 1014 n/cm2 are displayed in Fig. 2-f:
for tfill = 100 s, ID at the start of the transient was 75% of
ID(t∞), whereas prior to irradiation (Fig. 2-c), it was 91%,
suggesting an irradiation-induced increase in effective negative
trapped charge density.

Five Type (II) trap terms labelled τ1 : τ5, were required
for a satisfactory fit of Eq. 2 to the experimental data. These
traps were enhanced by irradiation, obscuring, and in some
cases suppressing the Type I traps with an apparent continuum
of time constants. Time constants for traps τ1 : τ5 for the
un-irradiated HEMT transients were: τ1 = 0.036 ± 0.013 s,
τ2 = 0.37±0.24 s, τ3 = 11±9 s, τ4 = 107±43 s, and τ5 =
2910±1117 s (see Figs1-b and 3-a). The large error suggests
that this is not a unique trap attribution, however it provides
a valuable means of comparing and analysing responses.

Figure 3 illustrates how the effect of increasing tfill on tran-
sient spectra depends on neutron exposure. Prior to irradiation

Fig. 4. Effective density of trapped negative charge within the depletion
region emitted during the measurement, plotted against off-state duration as
a function of neutron fluence. Densities were found by integrating fits of the
2DEG recovery rates of the depletion region in Fig. 3. Starred points connected
by dots show the maximum fluence case after subtracting the positive charge
emission found by fitting Eq. 2. Connecting lines are a guide to the eye.

(Fig. 3-a), increasing tfill above one second monotonically
increased the 2DEG recovery rate observed for t ≥ 1 s during
the transient measurements for all tested HEMTs. Changes
in the HEMT transient recovery rate and tfill dependence
are clearly apparent after irradiation (Figs 3-b, -c, and -d).
However, the trend is not fully clear, especially given that
only one HEMT could be tested at each neutron fluence.

The normalised active density of all traps in the 10−2 to
103 s time window (τ1 : τ5 and the continuum trap) was
found by fitting Eq. 2 to the experimental data in Fig. 3 and
integrating under the curves. This is plotted in Fig. 4. For
the un-irradiated devices, increasing tfill from 10−2 s to 1 s
lowered the total active trap density by reducing the combined
τ1 and τ2 contributions. A total active trapped charge density
of ≈ 0.38 n2DEG(t∞) was approached at high tfill. After
irradiation, maximum active trap density increased, as did
the maximum change in active density obtained by varying
tfill (the range). For the 7.8× 1014 n/cm2 case, net positive
charge emission was apparent during the tfill = 10 ms and 100
ms transients.

The DC drain-source current (IDS) and gate-source current
(IGS) characteristics for the HEMTs are shown in Figure 5 for
each of the un-irradiated and irradiated cases. Curves were
measured using double VGS sweeps (reverse then forward).
Following irradiation changes were present in the magnitude
and the hysteresis of the IDS curves, suggesting altered trap-
ping behaviour, as shown in the figure. However, a clear trend
is not apparent in the DC measurement results.

V. DAMAGE MODELLING

Radiation transport calculations [35] using the Monte Carlo
particle radiation transport code MCNP6 [36], show that differ-
ences in the number and energy spectra of primary knock-on
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Fig. 5. Drain-source current (IDS) and gate-source current (IGS) each
normalised by gate width (WG = 800 µm), are shown plotted against gate-
source voltage (VGS). Drain-source voltage was VDS = 0.5V. a), b), and c)
show un-irradiated (solid lines), and corresponding irradiated (dashed lines)
characteristics for each HEMT.

atoms (PKAs) produced in the HEMT semiconductor regions
due to 14 MeV DT neutrons and 2.45 MeV DD neutrons
are minimal. The variation in the incident neutron energy
spectrum with time can therefore be disregarded in the present
work. PKA density was calculated to be between 1× 10−7 and
8× 10−7 cm−2/(n/cm2), with the highest densities expected
in the gate-drain and gate-source access regions due to higher
energy PKAs from the SiN passivation entering the barrier.

We estimate the resulting stable defect densities by using the
modified Kinchin-Pease model [37] and setting mean damage
energy equal to the calculated primary recoil energy in each
spectrum division. Defect densities calculated in this work
are for indication only because of the inherent difficulties
involved [9] when considering displacement damage in binary
and ternary alloys with widely differing atomic numbers and
the uncertain influence of clustering at the high peak PKA
energies considered (MeV). The calculated defect densities
under the gate are 2.81× 10−4 cm−2/(n/cm2) in AlGaN and
3.77× 10−3 cm−2/(n/cm2) in GaN. In the access regions,
defect densities of 4.53× 10−3 cm−2/(n/cm2) in AlGaN and
4.52× 10−7 cm−2/(n/cm2) in GaN were calculated. The

Fig. 6. Sum of calculated irradiation-induced stable defect density and
measured native density against neutron fluence. The active trap density in
the depletion region, and the maximum change in active density by varying
tfill (the range), found by fitting Eq. 2 to the current transient spectra and
assuming a nominal n2DEG(t∞) = 1013 cm−2 are shown for comparison.
Connecting lines are a guide to the eye.

expected stable defect densities within the HEMT depletion
regions, as plotted in Fig.6, were calculated using these values
and setting n2DEG(t∞) = 1013 cm−2.

By assuming that all calculated defects within the region
bounded by LP and extending throughout the GaN buffer are
electrically active, we find that three HEMT regions, 1) the
AlGaN in the access regions on the source and drain sides of
the gate, 2) the bulk GaN in the access regions, and 3) the
GaN under the gate, would each trap approximately one third
of the measured trapped charge. Surprisingly, only around 3%
of the trapped charge would be stored in the AlGaN under the
gate. GaN buffer defects would therefore account for around
two thirds of the measured traps.

Considering the nature of this calculation, it is encouraging
that the measured active trap densities, and their range probed
by varying tfill, are less than, but broadly comparable to,
the defect densities expected from the damage modelling
(Fig.6). It is possible that the trapped charge changes following
irradiation are due to changes in pre-existing traps, however
this calculation confirms that the trap density changes can
plausibly be attributed to displacement damage.

VI. DISCUSSION

There is little device-to-device variation in trapping ob-
served using drain current transient spectroscopy prior to neu-
tron irradiation (Figs. 2, 4, 6). The measured active trap density
range found by varying tfill was (9.0± 3.5)× 1011 cm−2

prior to irradiation; it more than doubled to 2.4× 1012 cm−2

after irradiation to 2.1× 1013 n/cm2, and increased further
with increasing neutron fluence. The HEMT 2DEG channel
density transients, n2DEG(t), calculated from ID(t) by ac-
counting for the limited depletion region contribution to the
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extrinsic HEMT drain-source resistance, are reasonably well
fitted using Eq. 2, suggesting that the model is credible.

Damage constants for mobility reduction due to displace-
ment damage in compound semiconductors are expected to be
several orders of magnitude lower than for carrier lifetime
reduction [38]. Therefore we expect that neutron-induced
mobility reduction is not significant in our results. This as-
sumption is supported by the small changes to the measured
late time current after irradiation (Fig. 2, dashed lines).

There is an expectation that Type (II) trap occupancy
depends exponentially on tfill under low trapping conditions,
or has a logarithmic tfill dependence under high trapping con-
ditions [39]. However, the sum of the active density of τ1 plus
τ2 in the un-irradiated HEMTs decreased as tfill was increased
from 10 ms to 1 s, shown by the dotted coloured lines in Fig.
3-a; whereas the active density of slower traps (τ3, τ4, and
τ5), increased monotonically with increasing tfill. Total active
trap densities (Fig. 4), show a non-monotonic dependence on
tfill. This is surprising since active trap density is a function
of occupancy, and should therefore increase or saturate with
increasing tfill, but not decrease. This observation can be
explained if trap occupancies are coupled. A mechanism for
trap coupling would be charge migrating to more energetically
favourable locations during long periods of off-state biasing:
either to traps with time constants outside the measurement
range, or to regions where it is less effective at depleting
n2DEG (e.g. migrating from the GaN buffer, where the 2DEG
is the only screening conductor, to the AlGaN barrier under the
gate where image charge will partially reside on the gate). Here
we note that two distinct peaks in an ID transient spectrum can
also be caused by two rate limiting conduction pathways from
a single trap [40]. Given the apparent coupling and lack of
straightforwardly extractable time constants, it is not possible
to attribute the defects to those listed in papers such as [26],
[32].

After irradiation the active density of all traps displayed a
non-monotonic dependence on tfill (Fig. 3-b, -c, and -d), with
the resulting overall increase in coupling and device-to-device
variation apparent in Fig. 4. Maximum active densities also
increased after irradiation to a fluence of 1.2× 1014 n/cm2

and above. This could be caused by displacement damage
affecting conduction pathways by altering the potential dis-
tribution in the bulk as it charges, or by enhancing inter-
trap coupling because of its increased density. The baseline
of Type (I) traps was suppressed for the highest irradiation
level (where calculated damage density exceeded native trap
density) followed by measurement at short fill times (Fig. 2-
f). This suggests that either 1) Type (I) traps were actually a
superposition of discrete traps, and irradiation caused the traps
to change to respond outside the measurement time window or
2) the continuum trap was screened by the enhanced charge in
Type (II) traps, i.e. another coupling mechanism. The increased
range of active trap density achievable by varying tfill after
irradiation (Fig. 6), could be due to coupling to traps with time
constants outside the measurement window, and an increased
density of traps with time constants within the measurement
window, as expected from displacement damage calculations.

Iron (Fe) doping is used in these devices to achieve semi-

insulating GaN buffers and to eliminate punch-through effects
[41]. This is known to make GaN n-type, unless excess carbon
renders the GaN p-type [42], although other intrinsic defects
such as vacancies and interstitials are likely to be present and
would contribute to the effective doping. Bardeleben et al. [43]
found that particle irradiation can generate a split nitrogen
interstitial defect (ambipolar, acting as a deep acceptor at
Ec − 1.0 eV in n-type GaN and as a deep donor in p-type
GaN), at a rate close to that of the generation of nitrogen
interstitials (acceptors in n-GaN [44]). In p-type GaN the
nitrogen vacancy, a donor, has the lowest formation energy
[45], whereas in n-type GaN the gallium vacancy is most likely
and acts as an acceptor. The net effect of these defects is likely
to increase the intrinsic nature of the GaN by compensation,
thus reducing conductivity, although hopping conduction can
lead to an increase in leakage current under reverse bias .
These mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 7-a for band-edge
transport where a net increase in trapped negative charge
occurs. Donors, which are positioned deep in the buffer, are
neutralised by electron capture, and holes are emitted by
acceptors. In Fig. 7-b trapped negative charge is shown to
be emitted into the channel and gate by ionising deep donors
and by hole current flowing into the buffer. Therefore, it is
plausible that displacement damage defects, the approximate
densities of which were given above, are responsible for the
observed changes in HEMT switching and transient recovery
characteristics.

The transient recovery of HEMT output current following
off-state biasing has a complex dependence on biasing con-
ditions after irradiation: changes can vary from an apparent
complete suppression to a major enhancement of active trap
density, increasing gate lag and resulting in slower overall ID

recovery. This demonstrates that AlGaN/GaN HEMT neutron
damage susceptibility is more complex at these irradiation
levels than suggested by previous reports of either neutron-
induced defect suppression [14], or output degradation [11],
[13].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that despite the well-known compara-
tive insensitivity of AlGaN/GaN HEMT DC characteris-
tics to neutron irradiation, 14 MeV neutron irradiation of
2× 1013 n/cm2 and beyond can alter the magnitude and
duration of AlGaN/GaN HEMT switching transients, due to
increases in inter-trap coupling and trap density. We find the
recovery rate of 2DEG density, and therefore drain current, fol-
lowing off-state to on-state switching can decrease or increase
after irradiation, depending in a complex manner on trap filling
conditions, and merits further research. Simulations of HEMT
performance after irradiation based on testing a small set of
biasing conditions and using simple charge trapping models
such as Eq. 2 are unlikely to capture the complex emergent trap
coupling behaviour we have observed. Since this behaviour
is an important consideration in circuit applications, HEMT
transient characteristics should be considered in addition to
DC parameters when assessing and certifying components for
use in harsh neutron radiation environments.
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Fig. 7. Band diagrams showing charge (de)trapping currents for the region
under the HEMT gate during: (a) off-state, and (b) on-state biasing.
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